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At My Desk
You may recall my comments, back in March
2013, about the incumbent
Pope Francis. I mentioned
St. Malachy (12th-century
Archbishop of Armagh)
who predicted all future
popes.
Malachy
names
Petrus Romanus (Peter the
Roman) as the last (266th)
pope, which would be Pope
Francis. I mentioned the
minor detail about the
nomenclature, ’Peter’ the
’Roman’—first, I did not
see the connection between Rome (or Italy) and
Argentina (Pope Francis
was Cardinal Bergoglio
who hails from Argentina),
and second, the name
Francis was puzzling. The
Pope’s full name is Jorge
Mario
Bergoglio
(JMB),
which does sound Italian;
in fact, JMB’s parents were
Italian immigrants. However, being of Italian descent doesn’t make Francis
a Roman (i.e., of Rome),
does it? Obviously not, but
that may not be the point:
perhaps calling oneself
Roman means ‘take me as
a Roman’. Then I found
this: Francis’ namesake is
Saint Francis of Assisi,
born in Italy, a friar and
preacher—real name Giovanni di Pietro di Bernardone—and nicknamed (not
christened)
‘Francesco’
(Francis) by his father. So,
Pope Francis identifies with
a saint called Giovanni di
Pietro—i.e., John Peter—
who went by the nickname
Francis. So the Vatican
literally does have a Pope
Peter the Roman in residence (well, John-Peter
really), but is he the last
pope? Only time will tell.
Last time, I said: “Maybe
Petrus Romanus should be
interpreted metaphorically
or symbolically”. There’d
be room for literal interpretations too but, as
ever, the paranormal process seems more nuanced
than precise, like ‘fuzzy’
logic, involving degrees of
truth. But fuzzy logic has
underpinned
disciplines
like mathematics, computer science, and meteorology since the 1960s, so why
not parapsychology?
* * *
Got something to say about
parapsychology or the paranormal? Submit your contribution to:

Dr. Lance Storm,
School of Psychology,
University of Adelaide,
SA 5005
or e-mail me at:
aiprinc@yahoo.com
Enjoy this edition of The
A.I.P.R. News!
—Lance Storm
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The AIPR Mini-Convention 2015 (cont’d) by Wilhelm F. Martinez
conducted by him and other
scientists. In fact it was so interesting that this reviewer and
others even attempted to replicate the experiments at home,
with amusing if somewhat unscientific results.
It must be said, however, that
De Foe’s and van Doorn’s ideas
and experiments only served to
reinforce the common position
in the scientific community that
OBEs are a product of one’s
imagination, and not a true
separation of mind and body.
Regarding the experiments in
particular, this reviewer did not
find optical illusions to be a
satisfactory answer that could
be used to explain all recorded
incidences of OBEs. Therefore,
this reviewer would’ve liked to
have seen De Foe and van
Doorn present alternate possibilities on OBEs given the various, often vivid and detailed,
accounts of people who have
experienced this phenomenon.
The final set of lectures,
called “Stone Throwers and

Fire Starters”, was given by
paranormal investigators Tony
Healy and Paul Cropper. They
dealt with strange and frightening cases of poltergeist phenomena that they investigated
in Australia and overseas. This
session proved to be a good
way to cap off the convention,
and this reviewer appreciated
the simple, straight-forward
delivery of the presenters who,
while extremely interested in
their work, did not drown us
with jargon.
Healy and Cropper were on
hand to witness the various
incidents, such as the Humpty
Doo episode in the Northern
Territory, where a house was
inundated with showers of pebbles and objects being thrown
across rooms.
Photographs of linen spontaneously combusting in the cupboard of an Islamic family
home also serve to highlight the
relationship between fire and
poltergeist activity. The intriguing and attention-grabbing

nature of these incidents, left
this reviewer yearning for
more. Hopefully they will return to discuss other cases for
the 2016 convention.
Overall the AIPR MiniConvention 2015 was a highly
informative, interesting and
absorbing event—its topics of
discussion hold strong appeal to
people with a general level of
interest in addition to the consummate devourers of parapsychology and the paranormal.
While this reviewer did enjoy
much of what was presented,
there were a few instances
where improvements could be
made in order to gain and maintain the interest of the people.
This is important as conventions like this attempt to promote increased curiosity in, and
perhaps lift the profile of, such
subject matters to the public at
large. That being said, this reviewer deems the whole event a
success, and would gladly return for the next one to be held
later this year.
Ψ

Conformity, Reactance, and Paranormal Effects by Lance Storm
IF READERS CAST their minds
back to the very first issue of
THE A.I.P.R. NEWS (March,
2007), they might recall my
article “Jung, Synchronicity,
and the Australian APRU”.1 In
that study, I discussed Synchronicity—probably Jung’s
most controversial concept—
which posits that there are two
types of coincidence: (1) those
that are meaningless,
and (2) those that are
meaningful.2
The
former
refer
to
chance
groupings,
but
the
latter—
meaningful coincidences—are cases of
synchronicity, and
they manifest when
inner psychological
states correspond or
coincide with outer
physical events in ways that
seem to defy reason—that is,
the connection is acausal.
In that article, I reported
some statistical findings that
suggested synchronicity might
underpin some grand systems

of divination like astrology,
and even some more down-toearth systems such as a Chinese form of fortune-telling
known as the I Ching.
Seven years later, in 2014, I
teamed up with Dr. Adam
Rock (University of New England) to collaborate on a twopart study on the I Ching.3 We
ran a synchronicity experiment

in which a meaningful coincidence of ‘inner’ and ‘outer’
events was initiated by asking
participants to do two things:
First, they were to represent
their inner mental states quantitatively on a pyramid-shaped

Q-Sort Grid (see figure below); Second, they were asked
to use a Random Number Generator (RNG) to generate an I
Ching hexagram (six-line symbol) with an associated reading. Each of 64 mental states
was encapsulated in two words
(a descriptor-pair), and each
was numbered 1 to 64 because
there are 64 hexagrams, each
with its own unique
reading. The reading
was hypothesized to
match
a
highranking descriptorpair (that rank was
called the Q-Sort
score)—we weren’t
just running a meaningless
prediction
task because the
inner and
outer
events were meant to
coincide meaningfully and
acausally (i.e., paranormally).
Paranormal effects (a.k.a.
psi) were found, including a
significant psi-avoidance effect
on Q-Sort scores from
‘indecisives’ (i.e., mid-range
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Conformity, Reactance, and Paranormal Effects (cont’d) by Lance Storm
scorers of paranormal belief),
with believers proving to be
somewhat better Q-Sort scorers than indecisives. Also, we
found a significantly high psychokinetic effect on the RNG
from believers.
In Part 2 of our study,4 we
reported the results of a socalled reactance treatment on
the same participants—we
hypothesized that the treatment
would compromise the performance of nonbelievers in psi
who try to disprove the psi
hypothesis by performing
poorly on psi tasks. According
to Reactance Theory, an individual’s freedom, if threatened
by coercion (a reactance treatment), may result in reactance,
which is a motivational state
aimed at restoring the threatened freedom. The reactancetreated individual (especially if
high reactance is a character
trait) feels he or she can restore
this lost freedom by doing
exactly the opposite of what is
asked of him or her. To get a
reactance effect, you only have
to try to force on a person an
opinion related to the task
they’re about to do—for example, we presented the following
text to participants:

indecisives—a reversal of effect. Confused?
I began to think that indecisives (not being sure of themselves) might be more conformist than believers and skeptics,
so they respond favourably to a
reactance treatment, when they
would otherwise perform poorly without it. (Conformity is
defined as going along with the
crowd, and believing
what
you’re told.)
To find out, I
ran a study supported by the
Cardigan Fund,
that looked at
how paranormal
belief, conformity, and trait reactance, might work
together. And of
course I wanted
to know how
these all related to
psi.
I found out that
believers were the
most conformist, whereas indecisives and non-believers tended to be non-conformists. But, I
still had some more tests to do.
Ultimately, I discovered two
things—if the participant had

“I am utterly convinced that
ESP exists . . . . I know I have
persuaded you about this. I
know you agree with my
opinion. In fact, you’re really
forced to agree because university students can’t have
differing opinions on this
issue.”
Readers can see that those
last sentences might get on
some people’s nerves—that’s
reactance, and it can affect task
outcomes,
even
causing
‘boomerang’ effects. But of
course we needed to gauge just
how much effect (if any) reactance was having on psi, and as
I said before, it was supposed
to adversely affect psi.
As it turned out, reactance
lowered Q-Sort scores to a
marginally significant degree,
but strangely, the reactance
treatment seemed to bolster
(not inhibit) psi scoring for

undergone the reactance treatment then, (a) conformity predicted psi (i.e., high conformity
score => high psi score), and
(b) trait reactance ‘moderated’
the relationship between paranormal belief and psi performance (i.e., belief influenced
psi, but trait reactance changed
how strong that effect was).
These effects are illustrated in

below-average psi belief with
low trait reactance (these are
participants on the solid line).
Everybody else (those on the
dashed line) produced belowzero psi scores. And conformity
seemed to help the psi-hitters
the most. Of course, effects like
that have to be replicated—
especially if they’re that weird,
even for parapsychology!
Ψ
Notes:
1. L. Storm “Jung,
Synchronicity, and the
Australian
APRU,”
THE AIPR NEWS 1
(2007): 1-2.
2. C. G. Jung, The
Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche
(London:
Routledge
and
Kegan
Paul,
1960), para. 846-847.

the figure above. You can see
things get a little complicated:
to get an above-zero psi score, a
participant generally had to
have above-average psi belief
with high trait reactance, or

3. L. Storm and A. J.
Rock, “An investigation of the I Ching
using
the
Q-Sort
method and an RNGPK design: I. Four
possible psi predictors,”
Australian
Journal of Parapsychology 14 (2014a):
29-67.
4. L. Storm and A. J. Rock, “An investigation of the I Ching using the Q-Sort
Method and an RNG-PK design: II.
The effect of reactance on psi,” Australian Journal of Parapsychology 14
(2014b): 163-190.

The Australian Institute of Parapsychological Research is a nonprofit community association. Based in Sydney but with a worldwide membership base, it was established in 1977. The aims of the
organisation are:

•To collect, assess and disseminate factual information about
claims of psychic (paranormal) phenomena.

•To support and encourage parapsychology (the scientific study of
paranormal phenomena).

•To undertake or promote activities (e.g., fundraising, social
activities, etc.) in support of the above.
Looking for information on the paranormal? The AIPR has fact
sheets on:

The Australian Journal of Parapsychology features research
articles on ESP (extra-sensory
perception), PK
(psychokinesis), and the afterlife.
Subscribe Now!
page 4)

(see

•Psychic and mystical experiences of the aborigines
•Psychic and psycho-spiritual development
•Healing
•Mystical experiences
•Apparitions, ghosts and
hauntings

•Out of body experiences
•Near-death experiences
•The human aura

We’re on the Web:
www.aiprinc.org
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Quid Nunc by Hannah Jenkins
THE OTHER DAY, I was delighted to add to my collection of quotes by famous
people indicating an interest
in psi. For those of you who
want to play along at home
the rules are:
1) The quote should be by a
person you would not necessarily expect to have an interest in psi research;
2) They should have some
clout in an unrelated area of
expertise.
I stumbled across this new
one due to my new-found
interest in the life of Ian
Fleming. It turns out that, as
well as being an accomplished thriller writer who I
am sure needs no introduction, he was also a prolific
journalist with the Sunday
Times for a substantial part of
his career.
I discovered a natty compilation of his articles for that
newspaper compiled together
under the title ‘Thrilling Cities’.1 It contains the articles
he wrote for the Sunday
Times after they sent him on

a world tour to report back on
It was while he was in ToIan Fleming’s life, through
places and people with the
kyo that he wrote about his
biographies and a compilation
eye of the thriller writer for
experiences seeing a fortuneof his letters, it became apparwhich he was fast becoming
teller prefaced with the quote
ent to me how much of the
famous.
that now graces my collecreal world he put into the
I highly recommend this
tion: “I am not particularly
Bond books. And although the
excellent colplots remained
lection of brilspurious, many
liantly written
of the details he
pieces
that
used, particularly
capture
the
regarding cars,
world at the
trains, and guns,
moment when
were researched
World War II
to the highest
was still a vivid
degree.
memory,
but
Apparently there
one that was
was also some
fast
blurring
boffin waiting to
into the new era
pounce on him,
of the 1960s,
so he took great
with intercontipains to get as
Goldeneye, in Jamaica, where Fleming wrote all the Bond novels
nental flights
many
details
[SOURCE: Wikimedia Commons]
still a novelty
correct as he
and privilege to
could, and he
interested in having my forbe savoured and dutifully
didn’t hesitate to ask experts
reported on.
tune told, but I am rather
for their help. I am wondering
Amongst the places he cointrigued by fortune-telling
if at any stage he approached
vers is Tokyo, a place he
and all matters connected
any of the psi researchers of
visited with some trepidation,
with extra-sensory percephis era.
but which was to provide him
tion.”2
Whatever you think about
with fodder for future James
The content of the fortunethe legacy, it is clear that ficBond novels and amusing
telling experience was nothtion has a powerful effect on
anecdotes as he negotiated
ing to write home about. He
public perception. Of course
such a challengingly different
provides an entertaining acI’d never deign to place myculture.
count of it, and how few preself in the company of the
dictions
proved
correct
likes of Ian Fleming, but read(including, alas, that he
ing about his efforts to bewould live until he was 80; in
come a writer has inspired me
fact, he died young at 56
to take some time to write a
from a heart attack). But the
story based around the advenpoint to me is that here was a
tures of Jinks Jenks, a psi
widely read writer acknowlresearcher making her way in
edging quite openly his interthe world. Of course, in this
est in ESP without the fuss
fictionalised place there is
that would likely ensue if
funding for her research, the
someone of Fleming’s status
skeptics are defeated and
did that today.
shown up to be fools, psi
References to telepathy
works perfectly first go, and
pepper some of Fleming’s
she and her trusty side kick
fictional works, but he never
Rod Volkov always catch the
took it to any great level.
baddies. It should be coming
What a shame! More so that
soon to an Amazon store near
he didn’t combine it with his
you! Meanwhile you can get a
interest in treasure hunting.
taste of it here:
Now, that would have been
something! Imagine if the
www.qipp.com.au/jj.html
creator of James Bond had
Ψ
also developed a psi-based
Notes:
treasure hunting protocol. He
didn’t have much success
1. I. Fleming, Thrilling Cities,
using metal detectors, so
(London: Vintage Books,
perhaps he should have.
1963/2009).
Such frivolous speculations
2. Ibid., p. 59.
aside, while reading about

